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Multipurpose Virtual Reality Environment for
Biomedical and Health Applications

Jordi Torner , Stavros Skouras , José L. Molinuevo, Juan D. Gispert, and Francisco Alpiste

Abstract— Virtual reality is a trending, widely accessi-1

ble, and contemporary technology of increasing utility to2

biomedical and health applications. However, most imple-3

mentations of virtual reality environments are tailored to4

specific applications. We describe the complete develop-5

ment of a novel, open-source virtual reality environment6

that is suitable for multipurpose biomedical and healthcare7

applications. This environment can be interfaced with dif-8

ferent hardware and data sources, ranging from gyroscopes9

to fMRI scanners. The developed environment simulates an10

immersive (first-person perspective) run in the countryside,11

in a virtual landscape with various salient features. The12

utility of the developed VR environment has been validated13

via two test applications: an application in the context of14

motor rehabilitation following injury of the lower limbs and15

an application in the context of real-time functional mag-16

netic resonance imaging neurofeedback, to regulate brain17

function in specific brain regions of interest. Both applica-18

tions were tested by pilot subjects that unanimously pro-19

vided very positive feedback, suggesting that appropriately20

designed VR environments can indeed be robustly and effi-21

ciently used for multiple biomedical purposes. We attribute22

the versatility of our approach on three principles implicit23

in the design: selectivity, immersiveness, and adaptabil-24

ity. The software, including both applications, is publicly25

available free of charge, via a GitHub repository, in sup-26

port of the Open Science Initiative. Although using this27

software requires specialized hardware and engineering28

know-how, we anticipate our contribution to catalyze further29

progress, interdisciplinary collaborations and replicability,30

with regards to the usage of virtual reality in biomedical and31

health applications.32

Index Terms— Motor rehabilitation, neurofeedback,33

virtual reality.34
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I. INTRODUCTION 35

V IRTUAL reality (VR) environments have been in use in 36

training applications, for over four decades. In recent 37

times, the active development of 3D technologies concerned 38

with medical therapy, training and rehabilitation has become 39

increasingly important as an area of interest in research 40

and healthcare. Moreover, biomedical applications using the 41

VR technology are receiving increasing attention and are 42

becoming increasingly accessible to consumers [1], [2]. User 43

studies show that such applications are both effective and 44

intuitive [3], [4]. 45

From the invention of stereoscopy in 1844 [5] to its first 46

industrial application in flight simulators for training pilots 47

in 1981 [6], VR has followed a very interesting technolog- 48

ical history, reliant on a series of independent engineering 49

innovations [5], [7]–[11]. At present, VR is a technology 50

that uses smartphones or specialized headsets in combination 51

with physical spaces or multi-sensory environments, to gen- 52

erate realistic images, sounds and stimuli that simulate the 53

user’s physical presence in an artificial space. VR offers 54

users the possibility to experience psychological states of 55

immersion and involvement and gives rise to a sense of 56

presence, even in physically impossible situations. In the most 57

advanced contemporary VR applications, the user experience 58

is enhanced by the technological capacity to map physi- 59

cal movement into the VR environment through the use of 60

accelerometers and other movement-sensing devices, as well 61

as by the addition of other innovative features that complement 62

a multi-sensory immersive experience (e.g. stimulation via 63

temperature changes or olfactory information, manipulation of 64

proprioceptive state via mechanical floors, monitoring of brain 65

activity via neurofeedback, etc.). 66

II. RELATED WORK 67

Due to the relative accessibility of VR and due to its 68

capacity to provide an experience with high ecological validity, 69

compared to other laboratory technologies, VR has been used 70

in a variety of biomedical and healthcare applications. Such 71

applications range from psychiatric treatments to rehabilitation 72

and from medical education to surgical training. Notable 73

examples of psychiatric applications include the treatment of 74

phobias [12], the training of emotion regulation [13] and 75

the training of social skills in autism [14]. Additionally, 76

immersive technologies have been used to support cognitive 77
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training in older adults with mild cognitive impairment or78

dementia [15]. VR training can be effective in improving79

global cognition, specific cognitive domains and psychosocial80

functioning in people with mild cognitive impairment [16]81

and dementia [17], including dementia due to Alzheimer’s82

disease [18]. VR games in which the goal is accomplished by83

activating specific muscles, thereby facilitating rehabilitation84

physiotherapy [19], [20], comprise another good example85

of the rapidly expanding field of “serious gaming” using86

VR [21], [22].87

In the field of surgery, in cases of complex operations,88

tools have been developed to maximize the probability of a89

positive outcome. VR applications can enable better vision90

and increased control [23]. Simulations of surgical procedures91

have been used in training for laparoscopic, robotic, gyne-92

cological, neurological and cardiac surgery [24]. In medical93

education, information on a disease can be directed to different94

groups (doctors, students or families) and learning is facilitated95

via first-person perspectives in immersive, realistic environ-96

ments [25]. Among numerous other applications, VR has97

been utilized successfully in the rehabilitation of patients with98

stroke [26]–[29]. VR has been used in neurorehabilitation99

to help children with attention deficit hyperactivity disorder100

(ADHD), autism and cerebral palsy [30]. Neuro-rehabilitative101

therapies that focus on motor recovery have utilized elec-102

troencephalography and brain–computer interfaces featuring103

3D virtual avatars for controlling simulated movement [31],104

leading into the field of Virtual Reality Control [32].105

Despite the merits of VR and it’s extensive utility, most106

previously implemented VR environments have been tailored107

to a single application or situation and have not been designed108

in a way that facilitates modifiability and adaptability to new109

settings. Here, we introduce the concept of a ‘multipurpose110

VR environment’, as a scenery that is prepared in virtual111

reality that can be readily used to implement a variety112

of different scenarios and experiences, as well as flexible113

possibilities for interfacing with real-time analyses, thereby114

enabling applications for multiple purposes. We then present115

two representative examples that show distinct possibilities116

enabled by our open-access work, particularly focusing on117

contrasting examples where: a) data acquisition and analysis118

are continuous and at high frequency (100 Hz), yet triggering119

virtual steps one at a time, for physical rehabilitation purposes;120

b) data acquisition and analysis occur within a lower time121

resolution (approximately every 4 s), yet trigger modifications122

of velocity in discrete intervals (associated with multiple123

virtual steps), for neurofeedback training purposes.124

We have developed a new, open-source VR environment125

that is suitable for multipurpose biomedical and health appli-126

cations. This VR environment emulates an immersive (first-127

person perspective) run in the countryside, in a graphical128

environment with various salient features (e.g. a lake, a bridge,129

trees and mountains, etc.; Fig. 1). Two applications have been130

tested: one in the context of motor rehabilitation following131

leg injury and another in the context of neurofeedback with132

real-time functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (rt-fMRI).133

These particular applications were motivated by the societal134

challenges they can address, along with previous reports of135

Fig. 1. The designed VR environment. An instance of the landscape typ-
ically seen by participants (A); illustration of the immersive, first-person
perspective (B); three snapshots from the graphics design process (C).

successful VR-facilitated motor rehabilitation [4], [19] and 136

successful self-regulation of brain function using VR to rep- 137

resent changes in brain activity [33], [34]. 138

Our goal was to design a multipurpose VR environment 139

compatible with standard computer specifications, so that it 140

can be used easily in almost any laboratory. To our knowledge, 141

this is the first open-source, publicly available VR environment 142

that provides two modes of interface, easily capturing a wide 143

range of scenarios, while also enabling experienced developers 144

to add new features and customize the environment to their 145

experimental/clinical needs. We present the successful pilot 146

testing of two completely different applications, in different 147

laboratories, for different physiological modes of interaction, 148

using different interfaces (i.e. accelerometers vs rt-fMRI), 149

as evidence of the versatility and multi-purposefulness of 150

this VR environment. The two test applications can be used 151

without necessarily modifying any settings, as long as the input 152

from the hardware in test application 1 and of the real-time 153

analysis in test application 2, meets the respective engineering 154

and computational descriptions we provide explicitly in the 155

Methods. 156

III. METHODS 157

In this section we present the overall considerations and 158

motivation for the design of the 3D computer graphics and 159

the data management options for the multipurpose VR envi- 160

ronment. Subsequently, we present the apparatus, procedure 161

and computations associated to each of the first two test 162

applications. The VR task only encompasses running, however 163

it provides both direct performance feedback (via the visual- 164

ization of the user’s bodily movements in real-time for the 165

motor rehabilitation application and via the speed of running in 166

the neurofeedback application), as well as secondary feedback 167

and performance metrics, via the information illustrated in 168

Fig. 1-4. Secondary tasks were not relevant in the context 169

of our pilot applications but can easily be incorporated by 170

experienced or intermediate Unity programmers, to fit the 171

purposes of other studies or clinical contexts. The difficulty 172

level in both apps can be readily adjusted, directly in the code, 173

via the calibration of the hardware or via variations in real-time 174

data analysis procedures. 175
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Fig. 2. Application to motor rehabilitation. Device mounting (A); hardware
connection scheme (B); real-time data (C).

Fig. 3. Workflow diagram detailing the C# software components of the
motor rehabilitation application.

Fig. 4. Functional architecture of motor rehabilitation application.
Diamonds represent decision points, rectangles represent system
processes and parallelograms represent menu options.

In the two presented applications, the motivation of the176

participants relied on the wish to improve their motor function177

or on excitement regarding the possibility of controlling a178

video-game with their mind. In this sense, the environment 179

itself was only the background medium used to convey infor- 180

mation about the user’s own body/brain function. 181

The multipurpose VR environment was created using Unity 182

5.5.1f1 [35] and was recently updated to the latest LTS version 183

(2017.4.18f1 - released January 2019). Unity is a game engine 184

that is widely used for video game applications, compatible 185

with many systems, from PCs and gaming consoles to mobile 186

devices and websites. With Unity, it is possible to create 2D or 187

3D applications using object-oriented programming, via the C# 188

programming language, where each object provides a specific 189

functionality. The following procedure was used for the design 190

of the computer graphics. Starting with a completely flat 191

terrain, the first step was to give shape to the landscape. The 192

relief was modified by adding textures, trees and grass through 193

the use of specialized Unity built-in modeling tools. An avatar 194

character was created using the third-party Autodesk Character 195

Generator [36]. The avatar can be easily modified or replaced. 196

The possibility of using the application in first-person view 197

or third-person mode was enabled by the inclusion of several 198

different virtual cameras (Fig.1a). 199

An application using the developed VR environment, can 200

optionally include a graphical user interface (GUI) for data 201

management. Via the data management GUI, data protection 202

via username/password login can be enabled, a feature that was 203

developed with applications related to confidential medical 204

data in mind. Another optional feature, regards a server data- 205

base application developed in Hypertext Preprocessor scripting 206

language (PHP), that can collect information about the insti- 207

tution where the software is used as well as the performance 208

statistics, facilitating multi-center collaborative research and/or 209

clinical monitoring in multiple locations, via local or remote 210

databases. 211

We provide our software in open-source form, to catalyze 212

developments in this field by saving colleagues the time that 213

would be required to recreate or replicate a virtual environ- 214

ment like this one. In doing so, we have considered several 215

design principles that ensured this VR environment to be 216

compatible with practically every existing neurophysiological 217

modality. The applications we present here serve only as a 218

proof of concept. Our goal is to inform the readership of 219

our work and initiate a community of interested scientists 220

and VR enthusiasts on GitHub, where researchers can submit 221

issues and requests regarding the features that would be most 222

meaningful to implement for specific studies and real-world 223

clinical situations. 224

A. Test Application 1: Motor Rehabilitation 225

for Lower Limbs 226

The aim of the first test application developed using the 227

VR environment was to make the process of rehabilitation 228

more enjoyable and effective, for patients who have suffered 229

an injury or who have another mobility problem involving 230

their leg(s). It should be noted that this application was 231

developed for subjects with motor deficits who can benefit 232

from physiotherapy and specifically gait training. Subjects can 233

be immersed in the VR environment from a first-person visual 234
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perspective, so that they have the sensation that the virtual235

legs are their own. Using four accelerometers placed on a236

subject’s physical legs, the application can detect movement237

and apply it to the virtual legs, resulting in movement within238

the VR environment. Virtual movement changes according to239

user speed and angular positions, and clinicians can modify240

the settings according to each patient’s mobility performance.241

The test application works using four accelerometers con-242

nected via bluetooth and controlled by an Arduino board.243

SteamVR (version 1.2.7) facilitated exporting the project,244

while ensuring compatibility with multiple devices. During245

design, we tested using both Oculus (firmware version 2.10)246

and HTC Vive (ViveDriver version 1.1.0.8). The simplest way247

to make the app compatible with older headsets, is to re-export248

it from Unity, according to specific, older or alternative project249

formats.250

During the software development, Oculus Rift DK2 VR251

glasses were used, featuring a resolution of 2160 × 1200 pix-252

els and a vision angle of 110◦ [37]. Additionally, an Intel253

Core i7 6th generation computer workstation with 8GB RAM,254

1TB storage, and a NVIDIA GeForce GTX 970 high per-255

formance graphics card was used. The developed software256

source code can be easily adapted for usage with other devices.257

The minimum computer requirements comprise of an Intel258

i5 5th generation processor, 8GB of RAM and a NVIDIA259

GeForce GTX 960 or similar high performance graphics260

card. Moreover, the required apparatus must incorporate an261

accelerometer and a gyroscope that can read data in three262

reference axes, similarly to the detailed connection scheme263

displayed in Fig. 2. A calibration of the accelerometers is264

necessary for each patient during the initiation of a session.265

During the software development, using the Arduino Pro Mini266

ATmega 328P was preferred due to its compact dimensions267

of 18 × 33 mm. This model operates at 5V and 16 MHz.268

For the purposes of the laboratory setup, pins were welded269

in-house on a custom board with 14 pins of input/output,270

6 analog inputs and additional space for mounting other271

connectors. The hardware configuration consisted of four272

Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) devices. IMUs are electronic273

devices that measure and report the speed, orientation and274

gravitational forces of a device, using an accelerometer and275

a gyroscope. Specifically, the MPU-6050 model (Invensense276

Inc.), used during development, has six degrees of freedom.277

It combines a three-axis accelerometer and a three-axis gyro-278

scope and operates at a sampling frequency of 100 Hz using279

3.3V. The bluetooth module JY-MCU HC-06, that is fully280

compatible with the Arduino, was selected due to its compact281

size that deemed it ideal for the project. Finally, a FDPI282

USB-to-TTL serial cable, with an embedded FTDI FT232RL283

USB-serial chip, featuring a six-pin socket with 5V power284

and ground, as well as RX, TX, RTS and CTS connectors285

at 3V logic levels, completed the VR lab setup for motor286

rehabilitation (Fig. 2).287

A VR installation featuring the described setup, was288

installed for two weeks in the neuro-rehabilitation hospital289

premises of the Guttmann Institute in Barcelona, following290

approval by the institution’s internal committee. No data were291

exported from the hospital. Five physiotherapists participated292

in the pilot trials, aiming primarily at usability testing. The 293

physiotherapists were given free access to the installation and 294

were encouraged to incorporate it in physiotherapy sessions 295

with their personal patients. Each clinician tested the applica- 296

tion with at least one suitable patient, at least once. 297

During a VR motor rehabilitation session, a patient can be 298

immersed in the landscape in the form of an avatar, in first- 299

person perspective, so that the patient has the sensation that the 300

virtual legs are his/her own (Fig 1). Using four accelerometers 301

placed on the patient’s legs (Fig. 2), the application can detect 302

movement and map the movement to the VR environment. 303

Depending on the magnitude of the movement of the patient’s 304

leg, that can vary anywhere between a twitch and a complete 305

step, each leg movement is mapped into a complete step in the 306

VR environment. In each session, the exact magnitude thresh- 307

old that can trigger a complete step in the VR environment, 308

depends on the preceding calibration, the current abilities and 309

rehabilitation stage of each participant. This way, even patients 310

with limited mobility can have the rewarding and encouraging 311

experience of walking and jogging in a virtual environment. 312

During the performed tests, each round of practice lasted a 313

maximum of five minutes. 314

The data from a session using the VR environment for 315

rehabilitation following leg injury are updated in real-time, 316

as well as stored and summarized on a screen at the end 317

of each session. The information displayed includes: a) The 318

patient name or code and the name of the researcher or clini- 319

cian; b) Real-time updates of the distance travelled, the time 320

taken, and the remaining length of the session; c) Real-time 321

information on the current amplitudes of the superior (above 322

the knee) and inferior (below the knee) angle of flexion of 323

each leg; d) Real-time information on the average amplitudes 324

of the superior and inferior angle of flexion of each leg, since 325

the beginning of the session; e) Real-time information on the 326

asymmetry α, in accordance with (1) and (2). 327

θ (t) = θ (t − 1) +
∑t−1

n=t−w−1
�θ(n) (1) 328

α = max

{
θS R + θI R

θS L + θI L
,
θS L + θI L

θS R + θI R

}
(2) 329

where θ(t) represents the angular position in a measurement 330

location at time t , �θ represents the change in angular position 331

between successive sampling points, w represents the angular 332

position update window and SR, IR, SL, IL represent the mea- 333

surement locations Superior-Right, Inferior-Right, Superior- 334

Left and Inferior-Left, respectively. For the purposes of the 335

application, w was set to 10 samples; that is the angular 336

velocity was updated every one second. 337

The application is calibrated at the beginning of each 338

session. The patient performs minimum and maximum flexion, 339

therefore, more or less speed is assigned in the virtual path 340

depending on the range obtained in the calibration. In this way, 341

the patient can be encouraged to achieve maximum speed and 342

maintain it. 343

Fig. 3 illustrates the main software components running 344

in the background during the application for motor reha- 345

bilitation. A script called LoginPanel.cs loads the graphical 346

user interface for entering login credentials. PrincipalPanel.cs 347
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enables the user to select one out of three possible tabs.348

During a session, Walking.cs and WalkingInterface.cs run349

simultaneously, collecting and processing Arduino data. Once350

the study is finished, the results are visualized on the screen351

via Results.cs. The results can additionally be sent to external352

modules for further processing or storing. Fig. 4 illustrates the353

possible interactions between menu options, system processes354

and decision points.355

B. Test Application 2: Real-Time Functional356

Neurofeedback357

Motivated by recent reports of successful self-regulation358

of brain activity using VR environments, particularly with359

electroencephalography [33] and functional near-infrared spec-360

troscopy [34], we developed a VR rt-fMRI neurofeedback361

paradigm at the Barcelona β eta Brain Research Center,362

in Barcelona. Five volunteers participated in pilot testing,363

following approval by the local ethics committee “CEIC-Parc364

de Salut Mar” that reviewed and approved the experimental365

protocol. The speed of movement in the VR environment366

was modulated by the efficiency of self-regulation of brain367

activity. The specified brain region of interest (ROI) was the368

CA1 subfield of the hippocampus, an area that is expected to369

show changes in brain function during the early, asymptomatic370

stage of Alzheimer’s disease [38].371

A Philips Ingenia CX MRI scanner, operating at 3 Tesla,372

was used, featuring Philips console software version 5.1 and373

the Philips external control (XTC) patch. Apart from the374

Philips image reconstruction and MRI console PCs, two addi-375

tional computers (Intel i7 6th generation processors, 16GB376

RAM), running Windows 7 Enterprise edition and in-house377

neuroimaging analysis software with dependencies on Matlab378

2013b (Mathworks Inc.) and the SPM12 toolbox [39], were379

additionally used. The PCs were connected as illustrated in380

Fig. 6. Apart from the image reconstruction PC, the rest of381

the computers were connected via shared folders through the382

local area network (LAN) and file transfer was facilitated383

through MS-DOS batch programs and the Philips “Corba Data384

Dumper” application. The digital audio-visual stimulation385

system VisuaStimDigital (Resonance Technology Inc.), featur-386

ing MRI-compatible goggles with fiber-optic communication,387

were used to present the VR environment to the eyes of a388

volunteer undergoing functional MRI scanning.389

Scanning using a 32-channel headcoil. Prior to the rt-fMRI390

measurements, a high-resolution (1×1×1 mm) T1-weighted391

anatomical reference image was acquired using a rapid acqui-392

sition gradient echo sequence. Echo planar imaging was used393

with an echo time of 35 ms and a repetition time (TR)394

of 3 s. Slice-acquisition was interleaved within the TR interval.395

The matrix acquired was 80×80 voxels with a field of view396

of 240 mm, resulting in an in-plane resolution of 3 mm.397

Slice thickness was 3 mm with an interslice gap of 0.2 mm398

(45 slices, whole brain coverage).399

Each EPI image of whole-brain activity was acquired,400

reconstructed and exported with minimal delay, every three401

seconds, via the local area network (LAN), to the real-time402

analysis computer (Fig. 6). Each volume was analyzed in403

approximately 800 ms. We estimated that the average time 404

required to write the text file to disk was in the order 405

of 250 ms. Thereby the visual signals were updated approx- 406

imately every 3 s with a lag of approximately 1s from each 407

volume acquisition. 408

Movement correction through rigid-body registration to an 409

initial reference volume, temporal high-pass filtering with a 410

cutoff frequency of 1/200 Hz to remove low frequency drifts 411

in the rt-fMRI time series [40], and voxel efficiency weight- 412

ing [41] through voxel-wise normalization within a sliding 413

time-window, were applied in real-time to the online data. 414

Voxel-efficiency weighting was performed by normalizing new 415

images based on the mean and standard deviation of the 416

preceding observations in each voxel, according to (3). 417

zt = Xt − X̄(t−w−1)..(t−1)

σ(t−w−1)..(t−1)
(3) 418

where, at time t, zt represents the efficiency-weighted value 419

in a single voxel, Xt represents the unweighted value of that 420

voxel, X̄(t−w−1)..(t−1) represents the mean and σ(t−w−1)..(t−1) 421

represents the standard deviation of the timeseries within a 422

specified time-window, of length w, up to time (t − 1). For 423

the purposes of our testing, w was set to 30 scanning volumes. 424

An outcome variable was instantiated for the activity mea- 425

sured within a region of interest (ROI), for each acquired 426

brain volume, according to the following computations. The 427

expected data vector Y at time t0 was computed as in (4). 428

Y(t0) =
∑t0−1

t=(t0−w−1)

Z(t)

w
(4) 429

where Z (t) represents the voxel-efficiency-weighted observed 430

data vector from the ROI at time t and w represents the length 431

of the specified sliding time-window (30 volumes). For each 432

new volume acquired in real-time, a non-linear metric NF was 433

computed according to (5). 434

N F = Z̄ (t0) − Ȳ (t0) (5) 435

When the average expected signal in the ROI surpassed

AQ:2

436

the average observed signal of the ROI in the new volume, 437

the velocity v in the VR environment was increased by 5% as 438

in (5); in the opposite case, the velocity was decreased by 5% 439

as in (6). 440

N F < 0 → �v = 0.05 (6) 441

N F > 0 → �v = −0.05 (7) 442

where v represents the velocity of movement in the 443

VR environment. 444

This procedure resulted in a closed-loop, non-linear, 445

adaptive, sliding window paradigm, enabling continuous 446

neurofeedback throughout the scanning session. The first 447

10 scanning volumes were discarded to allow for magnetic 448

field saturation. The initial baseline ROI mean and standard 449

deviation were computed based on the following 30 func- 450

tional volumes, during which the VR velocity was maintained 451

at 50%. After the initial reference baseline was established, 452

every three seconds, the real-time neuroimaging analysis vari- 453

able was communicated to the VR presentation PC, resulting 454
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in a modulation of the velocity of movement in the VR envi-455

ronment (Fig. 6). The velocity of movement was increased by456

5% when changes in the neural activity within the ROI were in457

the desired direction or decreased by 5% when changes in the458

neural activity within the ROI were in the opposite direction.459

The velocity would remain stable in the highly improbable460

case of no change in neural activity.461

Interfacing between Matlab and Unity was enabled by using462

a simple text file employing a standard data format convention.463

The first line of the file featured one number in the {−1,0,1}464

range, representing whether the outcome of the real-time465

neuroimaging analysis implied that the VR velocity should466

be decreased, remain stable, or be increased respectively.467

The neurofeedback signal text file was modified once for468

every acquired functional volume. The second line of the file469

featured one value that alternated between 0 and 1 each time470

that the file was modified. In Unity, a timer object checked471

whether the second line of the file had been modified, every472

5 ms. Whenever the file had been modified, Unity would473

read the value from the first line and modify the VR velocity474

accordingly. That is, the Unity timer object (5 ms) relates to475

how often Unity checks to see whether Matlab has updated476

the output file of the real-time neurofeedback analysis.477

This system easily enables to replace the rt-fMRI analysis478

with any other real-time analysis that can produce an output479

in the same format, via Matlab or any other data processing480

software. The approach was validated during the development481

phase, using computer scripts that generated simulated data,482

serving as the instructions for VR control.483

IV. RESULTS484

In this section, we present the results and information485

relating to the pilot testing of each of the first two test486

applications that have used the multipurpose VR environment.487

A. Test Application 1: Motor Rehabilitation488

for Lower Limbs489

The resulted motor rehabilitation application features both490

visual and auditory components: the virtual speed that depends491

on the physical movement, as well as the sound of footsteps492

that is also synchronized with leg movements. The sound493

of the footsteps depends on the ground that the avatar is494

stepping on (e.g. dirt road vs wooden bridge). That makes495

the experience more immersive and realistic. The application496

also features an auditory soundscape that simply complements497

the visual environment with calming park sounds (birds, water498

waves, etc.).499

Via semi-structured interviews, physiotherapists reported500

unanimously positive responses to the application. Further501

user tests will be conducted in the future. Historical data502

captured in the application, include the date, score, asymmetry,503

time, distance and left and right angles of flexion. During the504

sessions, clinicians can also evaluate performance based on505

the generated graphs (Fig. 1-2). The patients themselves also506

offered positive feedback overall. They enjoyed the use of the507

application and reported that it facilitated their rehabilitation508

exercises, by making them more enjoyable. The patients509

Fig. 5. Exemplary results from a VR-facilitated motor rehabilitation
session (A); global data computed (B).

emphasized that the immersiveness of the experience was a 510

key factor, in enhancing their training. 511

During a VR motor rehabilitation session, real-time results 512

are displayed in a screen that is only visible by the investigator 513

or clinician, because the patient is immersed in the VR envi- 514

ronment, viewing through the VR goggles. After the end of the 515

VR session, the final results summarize the performance data 516

and overall progress, in relation to previous sessions. Selecting 517

a particular metric (e.g. “Puntuacio”, i.e. Score; Fig.5) displays 518

the history of performance on that metric across sessions. 519

This setup allows to easily monitor progress and to intuitively 520

identify the exact sources of improvement, as well as the 521

muscles that require more exercise. 522

In this pilot application, the goal of the participant is to walk 523

in place; that is, without moving in the real-world, physical 524

space. This was so because the test application was designed 525

for patients with limited mobility. An additional merit of this 526

approach is that it allows for the usage of the application even 527

in rooms with limited space. Each step is executed in an “all or 528

nothing” fashion. That is, if the movement surpasses a certain 529

magnitude, a complete step is triggered. The threshold of the 530

movement magnitude that can trigger a step is determined at 531

the beginning of a session, during the process of calibration. 532

During the calibration process, the patient performs minimum 533

and maximum flexion of the knee. The speed that is assigned 534

in the virtual path depends on the range obtained during 535

calibration. A patient with very low mobility will have to 536

perform smaller movements than a patient with more mobility, 537

to achieve the same speed. However, all patients will be able to 538

move at maximum speed if they perform the maximum move- 539

ment that is within their comfortable movement range. In this 540

way, all patients are encouraged to exercise the full flexion that 541

they can attain without risking any injury due to overzealous 542

effort and strain. The VR environment serves to make this type 543

of physiotherapeutic exercises that are normally extremely 544

monotonous, a bit more exciting. In this context, the IMU 545

measures the speed, orientation and gravitational force, using 546

accelerometers and gyroscopes. We use the accelerometer 547

values, to calculate angles and angular positions. During a 548

training session, the change of angle determines the speed of 549

each step. 550

During our pilot tests, motor rehabilitation sessions using 551

the application were limited to a maximum of five minutes. 552
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That does not prevent running many sessions in a brief period553

of time (e.g. six sessions within one hour). However, this554

should be done under the supervision of a qualified clinical555

physiotherapist. Varying the difficulty of the task during a556

session is possible by adding a simple line to the code of557

the real-time processing file, that increases the threshold of558

movement magnitude required for a step to be triggered.559

However, that was not desirable for our pilot tests, espe-560

cially because they were conducted under the supervision561

of a clinical physiotherapist who retained full control of the562

session and had the ability to provide individualized verbal563

feedback and instructions, to guide the patient into optimizing564

performance without risking any damage to the recovering565

nerves and muscles. As mentioned, the difficulty of the task566

is calibrated at the beginning of each session, which offers a567

way to gradually increase the difficulty without risking that568

the level of difficulty and immersiveness may cause any harm569

to the patient.570

In the developed application, clinicians/researchers are in571

the position to specify a code for each participant, so the572

compliance with local policies on data protection are in the573

hands of the clinicians/researchers and depend on the quality574

of the anonymization procedures they utilize. The application575

simply provides the features to enable them to manage effec-576

tively situations where other lab users may have access to the577

same computer with similar permissions. In such a scenario,578

the usage of the application and the access to the information579

of specific patients can be protected via the username and580

password of the clinician responsible for each patient. This581

way, each clinician can access the data of their own patients582

only and not those of any other patients. A new study can583

be created for new patients or a new session for returning584

patients. Stored data from previous visits are easily accessible585

via a specialized “Studies” tab. A “patient management” tab586

can be used to add new patients and to access a patient’s587

performance history.588

B. Test Application 2: Real-Time Functional589

Neurofeedback590

The described real-time processing approach results in591

adaptive task difficulty, due to using a sliding-window as592

the adaptive baseline reference activation. In the case of593

good performers, the algorithm pressures them to perform594

even better. In the case of bad performers, the algorithm595

makes performance easier until it meets a comfortable level596

for the participant and then it pressures them towards597

improving. This is reflected in Fig. 6b, in the context of598

hippocampal down-regulation. The figure shows that the par-599

ticipant down-regulated hippocampal activity effectively to600

what appears to be the plateau of minimum activation possible.601

The neurofeedback application provides mostly visual feed-602

back for the time being. The visual feedback offered by the603

neurofeedback application consist of a green signal when brain604

activity changes in the desired direction, or a red signal if brain605

activity changes occur in the opposite direction. The speed606

of movement also depends on these changes. The aim was607

for participants to learn to control their brain, specifically to608

Fig. 6. Application to real-time neuroimaging. In the rt-fMRI neu-
rofeedback setup, the computers handling data reconstruction, data
storage, data processing and presentation of the VR environment are
interconnected serially or via the local area network (A). The real-time
information available to investigators includes non-linear ROI signal
change (top-left), motion parameters (top-right), ROI mean and median
(bottom-left) (B). An innovative feature of the implemented paradigm is
that it enables to investigate the whole-brain functional connectivity of the
region of interest during or after the VR neurofeedback self-regulation of
neural activity (C).

down-regulate the activity of the hippocampus. This may lead 609

to a clinical application in the future because hippocampal 610

hyperactivity is a sign of Alzheimer’s disease [42]. The 611

inherently pleasant sensory experience of acceleration acts 612

as an implicit reinforcer of the behavior that we require the 613

subject to learn, repeat and master, while the deceleration acts 614

as a negative reinforcer, making the unwanted behavior less 615

likely to occur in following trials. 616

Researchers are given the option of activating the sound 617

of the footsteps and the rest of the soundscape, similarly to 618

the motor rehabilitation application. However, subtle sounds 619

are often masked during fMRI due to scanner noise [43]. 620

Moreover, the auditory changes (e.g. sound of steps on a 621

dirt road vs on a wooden bridge) would likely introduce 622

structured patterns of activity variation in the auditory cortex 623

and associated brain regions, which is undesirable in real-time 624

functional neuroimaging. 625

Similarly to the motor rehabilitation test application, all 626

volunteer participants reported positive feedback overall, with 627

regards to their experience using the application continuously 628

for 30 minutes. During a VR real-time neurofeedback ses- 629

sion, real-time results are displayed in a screen that is only 630

visible by the investigator or clinician, because the subject 631

is immersed in the VR environment, viewing through the 632

VR goggles. Available real-time data include the three transla- 633

tion movement parameters in mm (X, Y, Z), the three rotation 634

parameters in degrees (pitch, roll, yaw) and the non-linear 635
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Fig. 7. Future directions. Graphical snapshots from the upcoming, sec-
ond generation multipurpose VR environment, featuring additional activi-
ties (i.e. swimming and flying), designed to enable versatile training within
a single session.

metric NF that determines neurofeedback updates (Fig. 6),636

computed as in (5).637

At the end of the session, a VR score is immediately accessi-638

ble, summarizing the distance travelled in the VR environment,639

which reflects neurofeedback performance. The neuroimaging640

data are also available for offline analyses to investigate the641

average activity within the ROI or the functional connectivity642

of the ROI with the rest of the brain (Fig. 6). Additionally,643

a logfile is generated at the end of each session, documenting644

the sequential velocity values experienced by the subject.645

As with the motor rehabilitation application, the researcher646

has the option to give the logfile any name, that usually647

corresponds to the participant’s anonymized code.648

V. DISCUSSION649

We have created a multipurpose VR environment that hasAQ:3 650

been used in two very different test applications, representative651

of two much wider general categories of applications. The652

motor rehabilitation test application can be easily used in any653

study or clinical context where the movement is meant to be654

controlled by two actuators; these can be linked to limb move-655

ments as easily as they can be linked to e.g. eye movements.656

Using the same environment with e.g. electromyographic657

actuators, would simply require modifying one computer code658

file that implements the real-time data analysis. Similarly,659

the neurofeedback application can be easily used in any study660

or clinical context where the moment-to-moment changes of661

interest can be summarized by a single value; that is, studies662

where a single, one-dimensional variable can be extracted663

in a continuous manner. In both applications the design is664

completely modularized so that the output of any real-time665

analysis (e.g. from electroencephalography to thermometry)666

can interface with the VR environment. To our knowledge,667

this is the most up-to-date open-source, adaptive, multipur-668

pose VR environment that can be used for several, different669

biomedical and health applications. The framework developed,670

provides features of clinical relevance, such as password671

protection options for data confidentiality, history logging and672

session management tools, automated performance tracking673

and real-time monitoring.674

Due to the capacity VR offers for sensory immersion, 675

the presented VR environment can be used for neurofeedback 676

training as well as to facilitate rehabilitation following leg 677

injury. In both cases, the user’s activity controls virtual move- 678

ment. In the case of rehabilitation, the calibrated displace- 679

ment of the patient is reflected through a virtual avatar with 680

synchronous movement. Virtual steps are typically of greater 681

magnitude than the triggering physical movements, thereby 682

encouraging progress in recovery. In the case of rt-fMRI 683

neurofeedback, changes in brain function processed in real- 684

time, control the speed of movement in the VR environment, 685

reinforcing learning of self-regulation with regards to the 686

activity within a pre-specified brain area. 687

It is noteworthy that providing a VR environment that can 688

be readily used especially for motor rehabilitation is very 689

important because a recent review suggests that VR interven- 690

tions are at least as effective as conventional physiotherapy in 691

improving lower limb outcomes in stroke patients [19]. Such 692

VR interventions have focused on training balance [], postural 693

control and gait control, [26], [28], [44]. Effects have been 694

shown to be stronger with regards to functional balance, gait 695

velocity, cadence and stride length. This is the reason why 696

in the motor rehabilitation test application, we focused on 697

parameters relating to similar concepts. In the neurofeedback 698

test application, the environment is compatible with the use 699

of any brain region or network as the neurofeedback target. 700

Overall, in our approach, the biological point of interface 701

with the VR environment can be selectively specified in 702

accordance with the focus of a scientific investigation or 703

clinical application. 704

Immersiveness is an important factor that must be taken 705

into consideration when developing a multipurpose VR envi- 706

ronment. Immersiveness is important in encouraging effort- 707

less engaging in VR training and therefore leads to higher 708

effectiveness and better therapeutic outcomes [44]. In the 709

presented motor rehabilitation test application, we achieved a 710

high level of immersion by incorporating a detailed mapping 711

of the environment using both primary senses (i.e. vision and 712

hearing). The participants were able to see their movement 713

in the VR environment as well as to listen to their steps 714

and the soundscape of the designed environment that featured 715

birds, waves etc. Similarly, in the neurofeedback application, 716

we utilized the perception of acceleration and mechanisms of 717

sensory-aided learning, to exert effects of operant conditioning 718

via implicit reinforcement. 719

Adaptability is of utmost importance in providing a smooth 720

learning curve to the user. Previous work has emphasized the 721

utility of VR due to it’s capacity for manifesting adaptive task 722

difficulty [45]. In principle, task difficulty can be constantly, 723

programmatically adapted to the user’s performance. In the 724

presented motor rehabilitation application that is accomplished 725

per session, based on session-specific calibrations. This is 726

the secondary reason for recommending five-minute-long ses- 727

sions, apart from ensuring that the user is not subjected to 728

excessive physical stress. The scaled real-time reflection of 729

patient movement in the avatar’s steps is a characteristic that 730

allows for a highly personalized experience and can help to 731

improve the therapeutic utility of the system, by providing 732
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graded and individualized rehabilitation activities [46]. In the733

presented neurofeedback application, the task difficulty is734

adapted by means of the described data analysis procedure.735

Because successful performance on any given three-second736

trial is dependent on the performance during the preceding737

90 seconds, the task becomes increasingly difficult for good738

performers. Similarly, the task becomes progressively easier739

for bad performers. The latter are therefore given the oppor-740

tunity to start from a comfortable level and increase their741

activation level incrementally. The overall aim is to drive all742

users to their optimal performance.743

It is our recommendation that for many biomedical appli-744

cations, the task must not be too distracting for the patient,745

so that the environment only serves as a medium that facilitates746

directing focused attention to a part of the physical body, rather747

than to entertaining but distracting, complex artificial features.748

We also recommend maintaining perceptual and cognitive load749

steady across a session, so that arbitrary effects, e.g. in brain750

activity, are not introduced by the sudden appearance of751

unanticipated stimuli. Due to such considerations we decided752

for the implementation to be realistic enough to guarantee753

an immersive experience, yet relatively minimalistic, to avoid754

distractions and inhomogeneous experiences.755

In conclusion, we attribute the effectiveness of our approach756

to a noteworthy combination of three principles implicit in the757

design. First, selectivity, referring to the flexibility to focus758

the responsiveness of the VR environment to any particular759

metric, behavior or physiological modality of interest. Second,760

immersiveness, which functions as an engaging, motivating761

factor that prolongs the duration of the exercises and hence762

the probability of an effective therapeutic outcome. Third,763

adaptability of the VR environment and task to the level and764

capacity of each patient. The latter is equally important in765

ensuring long-term engagement and therapeutic progress.766

Due to the open-source provision of the software and its767

modular design, the VR environment offers extensibility to768

richer virtual features as well as to different modalities, making769

it highly suitable for use in multiple different scenarios. It is770

very easy for experienced or intermediate Unity programmers771

to add new features to the environment. Such features can772

be designed from the bottom up or even be bought online773

and placed within the environment. The integration of new774

features is seamless and these features can vary widely from775

an additional tree, to a house, to an interactive character.776

A minor limitation of the current version of the VR environ-777

ment, is that it can become repetitive when used for extensive778

time periods. A variety of virtual landscapes and virtual objects779

are currently being designed to alleviate this identified short-780

coming and to ensure a more fun and memorable experience,781

even during long sessions. The forthcoming, second edition782

of the presented VR environment, aims to encompass further783

innovative features, such as simultaneous representation of784

activity from multiple sources (e.g. upper and lower limbs785

or two independent brain regions). This future version of786

the VR environment will feature auditory feedback, that goes787

beyond complementing the visual environment for increased788

immersiveness. In the future version, auditory feedback will789

also be usable to convey changes in a variable of interest,790

e.g. brain activity or task difficulty. We are also aiming to 791

make the application more interesting, so that it can maintain 792

the user’s interest for longer time intervals. At the same time, 793

we are maintaining the application backwards compatible. 794

The task variations we will add to running, are swimming 795

and flying. This allows for more flexibility with regards to 796

experimental designs; e.g. by separating the session into dif- 797

ferent tasks and using one brain area for running and another 798

brain area for swimming. This also enables the inclusion of 799

randomized placebo trials and other features that will be of 800

great interest to the scientific community. An untested alpha 801

version of the future version is currently under development on 802

GitHub and we anticipate the final version to become publicly 803

available in early 2020. 804

In the context of motor rehabilitation, an application for 805

rehabilitation following injury of the upper limbs is currently 806

under development. This application will be available for dif- 807

ferent operating systems such as Android, iOS and Windows. 808

Making the application accessible on common devices will 809

enable a cost-effective solution that can be easily adopted in 810

a wide range of settings. 811

In the context of the rt-fMRI neurofeedback application, 812

the use of a TCP/IP server is also being explored. Such an 813

option will enable the VR application to interface with the 814

real-time analysis pipeline more robustly. Further VR features, 815

scenarios, objects and characters will be introduced in the 816

future, allowing, among other options, to assess the activity 817

in different ROIs within the same scanning session. In the 818

long run, the aim is to design experiments with complex 819

cognitive tasks and with modulating cognitive demands that 820

may facilitate the estimation of measures of neural capacity 821

and efficiency in specific ROIs. 822

We envisage the development of a variety of other appli- 823

cations, using the developed multipurpose VR environment, 824

potentially using additional devices to capture physiological 825

changes, from electrodes for electromyography to webcams 826

for emotion-related facial temperature changes. The VR envi- 827

ronment is available as open-source software, under a Creative 828

Commons license, via a GitHub repository [47]. 829
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